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 By working through the materials, you’Simply completing the reserve propels you about the journey
towards changing your mindset and improving not only your daily life, but also the lives of these around
you. This publication is a very important resource filled with concepts on how best to take your life to
another level and discover success in every facet of your getting— This book is filled with powerful
metaphors and practical information in order to give you the “ of living a far more rewarding life. Sasha
utilizes his background in education to bring the classroom to you – This helps you to grasp the concepts
faster and on a more deeply level than traditional books that just introduce ideas.wearing down concepts
in to bite sized anecdotes and real life lessons.personal and professional.know how” Sasha Tenodi's new
book, Be Your Better Personal helps visitors learn not merely through Sasha's experience, but also
through active learning by practicing the book's outlined theories.Change the Position Quo and Become
Your Better Self today!ll quickly have the non-public power and ways of build your own desired actuality
when you learn:•To understand the backdrop of your existence•Why carry out you reject specific
behaviors and accept others•How to understand the difference between positive inspiration and negative
inspiration—How to become motivated in your projects place and in your individual lifestyle•and the
important role they each play in your existence•Understand how our personal beliefs can limit you or help
you create new assets •How to deal with limiting beliefs that sabotage your desired state•How to
understand and manage inputs that generate your individual transformation•How exactly to install new,
desired practices•How to stay loyal to your integrityTake control you will ever have now.
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Be(come) You (better) self The best things in life happen unintentionally! I especially enjoyed authors
good examples – he uses basic and funny stories .Psychology of achievement is vividly depicted here
through a multitude of examples from the actual Sasha's knowledge, and is constantly accompanied by a
simply described psychological theoretical basis.The essential concepts are thus faster and deeper
understood, and so are an easy task to apply in very similar situations.to check on myself how much
better personal I become.This not only is a great examine – it’s a stepping-stone to better days – for the
others you will ever have!• Why do we carry out things in the way we do?• Will there be any negative
inspiration in my activities?• How is our personal belief program limiting us?• How to change habits?• Do
we have a control over our lives?Thinking about this issues, the reader discovers answers which allows
him/her to modify or adjust our method of certain life circumstances and influenece our surrounding, all
with a basic message:- Manage your life and Be(come) You (better) self Intelligent Words of Wisdom!
This is a very pensive book – very well thought out, and equally well written!The premise for this book is
‘self examination’ – learning who you are from the errors you make; So, although my first response when
my pal previously explained about the book and the title, was bull.) to end up being your better self!An
honest review of ones lifestyle, laying it on the line, dissecting it from all angles, and passing across the
wisdom learned..! A choice made by our capability to start to see the truth and then take action on what
we find in a positive manner. Views OR perceptions . . Make your move to become your better self I had
an opportunity to listen to Sasha on one meeting and was surprised with the amount of useful information
I acquired in only 45 minutes.. Sometimes unfavorable encounters are our most powerful motivators –
since it moves us away from negative behavior – toward the rewarding!This is a GREAT ‘get up off our
ARSE and MOVE’ motivational book that was written by a person ‘just like you and I’, someone who one
day – viewed himself objectively [which is SO HARD TO DO], rather than liking what he saw, found the
courage to change [by changing his perception], [his views] and through sheer perseverance of will,
attempt to change his life . . What you would find is an honest, private, personable encounter with a
genuine INDIVIDUAL whose been there, provides fallen into the pits that trap us and eliminate our lives,
who's holding out his knowledgeable hand, a lifeline to assist you start to see the pits before falling into
them –BUT – if you do . and the life of every who read this reserve!!This is NOT yet another ‘Motivational
Book”!... . Great book Great publication.  He doesnt simply show how to create value, but enables you to
think, and points towards ethical and moral values.This book points out that Views – [how something is
perceived] is a choice!By reading carefully, your thoughts often go away looking for answers to
seemingly simple queries, actually deep truths of life:• What ist the meaning of success (for me
personally/for you)?Many thanks Sasha Tenodi for uplifting our Views – Our – Perceptions, and helping us
understand that our problems are actually molehills, not mountains; and that success is a decision away!!
Easy, simple, straightforward tale with spot on effective solutions to be your better self Interesting
personal story/experience permeated with important psychology (NLP, belief systems) that's basic and
crucial to understanding our circumstances, choices, and benefits. Clear to see, written with obvious and
understandable language so both beginner and advanced practictioner of psychology can reap the
benefits of it (its like reading NLP Harry potter :D) I consider myself, after years of studying different
areas of psychology, relatively informed about them, but still find immense worth in this publication.He
deliveres basic, but effective methods, backed with manny great tales and metaphors, to accomplish what
the book title proposes. Period well invested. He will end up being there, your lifeline – to greatly help pull
you out! Already began with some 'pebbles' list. I specifically enjoyed authors illustrations – he uses basic
and funny stories to connect the reader with the concepts..When you understand life is a casino game,
upgrading yourself will be the only real game you will devote your time and effort to... Modeling
Excellence Have you got trouble consistently motivating yourself to accomplish your goals? Do you want
to become better?. Do you want to obtain with integrity? Do you want to have available a right-to-the-



point publication about how to satisfy your wishes? Sasha Tenodi teaches behavioral and achievement
modeling equipment in this easy-to-examine, inspiring, and highly motivating reserve. He demonstrates
how to determine what you need and how to consistently motivate you to ultimately achieve your desired
results in manageable chunks. The publication provides plenty of examples from Sasha's own existence
and specifically details ways to get to where you personally want to be. This can be a worthwhile read.
My recommendation for everybody, not just for one's interested in NLP. ~ Fred P. Gallo, PhD, writer of
Energy Tapping, and Energy Tapping for Trauma Interesting, engaging book filled with real-life examples
The author writes with a contagious enthusiasm and high personal energy, causing you to eager to read
more and get active in taking charge you will ever have and building changes happen. Posting his
personal story initially is offering him the authenticity and making you interested to read further. He
explains a few of the NLP premises and theories in a straightforward to understand way, packed with
examples, tales and anecdotes rendering it a memorable knowledge. With this reserve you will understand
even more about yourself - how and what influenced in building your beliefs and identification. It will
offer you also hands-on tips how to live a far more conscious life and take lead in creating your future.
Can recommend to all or any interested for more information about themselves and their environment! .
and similarly learning from those you are skillful [and smart’] enough in order to avoid.. Wisdom
discovered from the ‘school of hard knocks’ and produced from a unique source – a movie – that changes
your life, because it adjustments how you look at existence, yourself, and the world around you. Do you
wish to be successful? I made a decision to read the reserve and I’m actually glad I did so.:-)  That does
not mean it isn't full of useful stuff you could do (I definitely will! Which is a true tap-dance, as this
publication points out! I like examples, which Sasha runs on the lot.Through the entire book i can relate
most of it with my own path, progress, thoughts, transformations and life encounter, where i started from
scratch and built myself into what i am today, with manny ups and downs, and will be doing it ad
infinitum. Excellent work, Sasha. Amazing everyday tools for better standard of living It was a practical
approach with a large number of tools which you can use in your Every day life Today/Right now to
instantly bring value to yourself and folks around you. Therefore, although my first reaction when my pal
previously told me about the publication and the name, was bull.... I like examples, which Sasha uses a
lot. It really is written really great, similar to a novel, so it is read easily. That will not mean it isn't filled
with useful stuff you could do (I definitely will! I had a several AHA occasions and I realised how some of
my reactions had been due to my existing (thinking and behavioural) patterns.to be your better self! I
decided to read the reserve and I’m really glad I did. . Already began with some 'pebbles' list. I'm curious
will I manage to do it for ‘first’ 100 times  It really is written really nice, more like a novel, so it is read
easily.I will definitely read this publication in some time once again,  I started using authors chart for
setting up positive and empovering habbits – very simple and efficient method of enhance the degree of
control over lifestyle.Types of personal motivation seeing that a driver of personal success, and honestly
acknowledging his own mistakes on that route, certainly help unconsciously adopt the basic concepts of
success. . Therefore read it, apply it, and you will be happily on the way to fulfillment. It will help you to
comprehend yourself along with others. I'm curious am i going to manage to do it for ‘first’ 100 days :-)
I'll definitely read this book in some time again, to refresh memory and to check myself just how much
better personal I become.Allthough I bought this publication by coincidence and started reading with too
little belief it had a value, BYBS quickly won me over!.. This book gave me a drive to act.) to refresh
storage and .I like the author due to his integrity. Make your proceed to become your better self I had an
opportunity to listen to Sasha using one meeting and was surprised with the quantity of useful
information I acquired in just 45 minutes. Most of us want results instantly and in a measurable method -
which book certainly has some very nice ideas and recommendations for just that. Would recommend it
to anyone searching how to better Business lead himself/herself in the each day adventure of Life and



Business! This book is among my favorite. It has therefore many cases that you . You gained’t discover
fist pounding rhetoric OR step-by-step plans for modification . motivate us! This book is among my
favorite. It has therefore many good examples that you can use in true to life situations and that you can
learn a lot from this book. The best part in the book is how the author described everything using his own
life experience, so you can easily understand what is he writing about.
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